The heterotic hybrid offspring of Arabidopsis accessions C24 and Landsberg erecta have altered methylomes. Changes occur most frequently at loci where parental methylation levels are different. There are context-specific biases in the nonadditive methylation patterns with m CG generally increased and m CHH decreased relative to the parents. These changes are a result of two main mechanisms, Trans Chromosomal Methylation and Trans Chromosomal deMethylation, where the methylation level of one parental allele alters to resemble that of the other parent. Regions of altered methylation are enriched around genic regions and are often correlated with changes in siRNA levels. We identified examples of genes with altered expression likely to be due to methylation changes and suggest that in crosses between the C24 and Ler accessions, epigenetic controls can be important in the generation of altered transcription levels that may contribute to the increased biomass of the hybrids.
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DNA methylation | heterosis | RNA-directed DNA methylation | epigenetics | hybrid vigor I n the formation of a hybrid, the genome and epigenome of each of the parents are brought together within the one nucleus. The interactions of these two sets of genetic instructions result in the unique characteristics of the hybrid, including superior performance. Both the level and pattern of expression of many genes are altered in hybrids (1) (2) (3) . Altered transcription levels have mostly been explained by the interaction between the alleles of a gene delivered by the parents involving a range of interactions such as dominance, overdominance, and epistatic interactions between loci (1). Despite these genetic analyses, there is a lack of understanding of the molecular mechanisms underpinning heterosis.
It has been suggested that the magnitude of hybrid vigor is positively correlated with the genetic distance or amount of sequence variation between the parental genomes (4, 5) . However, crosses between genetically similar parents such as Arabidopsis accessions or subspecies of rice can produce hybrids displaying significant heterosis, apparently breaking down the relationship between genetic distance and extent of hybrid vigor (6, 7) . It has been reported that the epigenome evolves at a significantly faster rate than the genetic sequence (8) (9) (10) , consistent with genetically similar parents having markedly different epigenomes (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) . These epigenomic systems, such as DNA methylation and small RNAs, play a vital role in genomic stability, development, and the regulation of genes within a plant. The epigenome may contribute the allelic variability needed to generate heterosis in crosses between genetically similar parents. We previously reported that the Arabidopsis C24 and Ler accessions have different siRNA distributions and that the reciprocal heterotic hybrids show a 27% reduction in the levels of 24-nt siRNAs (18) . The major reduction in these 24-nt siRNA sequences corresponded to those segments of the genome, primarily the gene bodies and their flanking sequences, where the two parents had unequal levels of 24-nt siRNAs. Given the importance of 24-nt siRNAs in directing DNA methylation through targeted sequence homology, it is likely that these same hybrids would have methylation patterns distinct to those found in the parents. The altered methylome could have consequences for gene expression and play a role in the development of heterosis.
In this study, we showed that the methylation patterns of the parental lines are largely inherited faithfully in the hybrids (additive methylation), with exceptions applying mostly to those regions of the genome where the parents have unequal levels of DNA methylation (nonadditive methylation). The differences in the nonadditive methylation frequencies apply to all three cytosine sequence contexts ( m CG, m CHG, and m CHH) with m CG predominantly showing an increase and m CHH a general decrease. In some cases, we were able to track the parental chromosomes by virtue of SNPs in the DNA sequence. We identified processes causing the nonadditive methylation levels in the hybrids that we termed Trans Chromosomal Methylation (TCM) and Trans Chromosomal deMethylation (TCdM). These processes are frequently associated with the action of 24-nt siRNAs resulting in changes of methylation according to the contributions of siRNAs from both parental sources. We describe several examples showing the effects the altered methylome of the hybrids can have on patterns of gene expression.
Results
We compared the methylomes of C24, Ler, and their reciprocal F1 hybrids by generating ≈90 million reads on bisulphite-treated DNA from each genome. The data provided at least two-read coverage of ≈68% of cytosines (Cs) in the genome (Dataset S1, Table S1 ). Both parental genomes have similar frequencies of highly methylated C residues ( Table S2 ) when accounting for all m Cs with a level of methylation above the false-positive methylation rate, which was determined by correcting against the unmethylated chloroplast genome sequences (SI Materials and Methods). Both hybrids showed slight increases in the frequency of m C (above parental levels) to ≈37% m CG, ≈19% m CHG, and ≈10% CHH (Dataset S1, Tables S1 and S2), consistent with the hybrids inheriting m Cs common to both parents and sites unique to one of the parents.
In both parents and hybrids, the majority of m CG sites are highly methylated (>80%), whereas m CHG and m CHH sites display a broader distribution of methylation (Fig. S1A) . Chromosomal distributions of m C mirrored the patterns of 24-nt siRNA density with the highest levels associated with the pericentric regions of the chromosomes (Fig. 1A and Fig. S2 Data deposition: The data reported in this paper have been deposited in the Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) database, www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo (accession no. GSE35542). gene body (Fig. S1B) . The bulk of the chromosomal distribution and levels of methylation are similar in parents and hybrids, paralleling the data for siRNA in this hybrid system (18) . Localized differences were observed where siRNA expression in the hybrid deviated from the expected midparent value (MPV; average of the two parents), most frequently at loci with large differences in siRNA levels between parents. To examine localized changes in m Cs, we used a cluster approach identifying regions containing several m Cs within localized segments (SI Materials and Methods). Two m C cluster datasets were produced for each of the parents and F1 hybrids; the first used a more stringent cluster criterion (SI Materials and Methods), defining a cluster to have a minimum of six 
C24 and Ler Accessions Have Localized Differences in Cytosine
Methylation. To compare parental methylomes we identified ≈114,000 m C clusters with coverage in both parents (Dataset S1, Table S4 ). Each cluster was allocated a methylation score (0 = Low to ≥5 = High) dependent on its average methylation for all m Cs and for each of the methylation contexts (Dataset S1, Table  S5 ; see SI Materials and Methods). Clusters were considered differentially methylated if their scores differed by two or more units (≥2).
Between the two parents, ≈23% of m C clusters were differentially methylated based on total m C levels (Dataset S1, Table  S4 ). When individual contexts were analyzed independently, m CHH was most frequently differentially methylated (35% of clusters) with m CG and m CHG showing 21% and 18%, respectively (Dataset S1, Table S4 ). The preponderance of CG methylation is sufficient in many instances to mask the changes in m CHH and m CHG in clusters. Clusters differentially methylated between parents were enriched in gene bodies and their flanking regions and were underrepresented in TEs (Fig. 1B and  Fig. S3C ). These findings are consistent with an earlier tiling array analysis, which showed that methylation differed between the Col and Ler accessions in gene bodies but not in TEs (13) .
F1 Hybrids Show Locus Specific Nonadditive Methylation. We identified 76,496 C24 m C clusters that had coverage in Ler and at least one hybrid and 68,893 Ler m C clusters that had coverage in C24 and at least one hybrid (Dataset S1, Table S6 ; see SI Materials and Methods). Hybrid clusters were assigned a methylation score for both the expected MPV and observed m C level with nonadditive methylation identified if scores between the MPV and observed value differed by ≥2 (Dataset S1, Table S5 and SI Materials and Methods). The majority of clusters identified as either additive or nonadditive showed a similar state in both reciprocal hybrids (Dataset S1, Table S7 ). Seven percent of the clusters showed nonadditive methylation in total m C levels, and 20% showed nonadditive methylation in at least one m C context (Dataset S1, Table S6 ).
m CHH levels were nonadditive in ≈22% of clusters, m CHG in ≈8%, and m CG in ≈5% (Dataset S1, Table  S6 ). Nonadditive m C clusters were enriched in gene bodies and flanking regions and underrepresented in TEs (Fig. 1C and Fig.  S3C ). Differential methylation between parents was also enriched in gene bodies and flanking regions (Fig. 1B) , suggesting a correlation between differences in parental methylation and nonadditive methylation in hybrids. To determine whether this correlation was the case, hybrid clusters were divided into 10 groups based on differences in methylation between parents ( Alterations to the Hybrid Methylome Occur Through Trans Chromosomal Interactions. Nonadditive methylation in the hybrids indicates alterations to the m C levels of one or both parental epialleles. Nonadditive methylation in the hybrid may be achieved in a number of ways, for instance, a nonadditive increase in methylation can arise either through an increase in methylation of the low parent, the high parent, or both parental epialleles. To determine what patterns of change in allelic methylation most frequently lead to nonadditive methylation in the hybrid, we tracked 5,479 m C clusters where the methylation pattern for each parental allele could be followed by using SNPs within the sequenced reads of the C24 × Ler hybrid (Dataset S1, Table S8 ; see SI Materials and Methods). Consistent with the general cluster analysis, the majority of SNP clusters showing nonadditive methylation in the hybrid occurred most frequently when parents had different levels of methylation (Fig. 3) . Additive methylation in the hybrids was almost exclusively due to parental epialleles retaining their methylation pattern in the hybrid (Fig. 3 and Fig. S4A ). Of the possible changes to allelic methylation that would lead to nonadditive methylation, two predominant patterns emerged (Fig. 3 and Fig. S4A ). The first involved the high parent m C epiallele retaining its methylation pattern, whereas the low parent epiallele increased in methylation, leading to an overall gain in methylation levels. We called this Trans Chromosomal Methylation (TCM; Fig. 3 and Fig. S4) . The second involves a decrease in methylation of the high parent epiallele, causing a reduction in overall methylation, which we called Trans Chromosomal deMethylation (TCdM; Fig. 3 and Fig. S4 ). These two trans chromosomal events accounted for 681 of the 789 (86%) nonadditive m C allelic inheritance events and represent the dominant processes leading to nonadditive methylation in the hybrids (Fig. 3) .
TCM events often lead to increases in methylation levels above MPV that can only be obtained through methylation of the previously unmethylated or low methylated parental allele. TCM events can be indirectly observed in the absence of SNPs by studying nonadditive m C clusters where one parent is highly methylated, the other parent has no methylation, and the hybrid a higher than MPV m C level (Fig. S4B) . Conversely, TCdM can also be observed without SNPs in loci where the high parent methylation level drops significantly in the hybrids (Fig. S4B) . Often a corresponding TCM can be scored in the allele from the low methylation parent. Among ≈5,800 m C clusters where one parent was methylated and the other unmethylated, ≈2,700 gained the observed m C levels through TCM or TCdM (Fig. S4B) . All clusters showing nonadditive methylation are included within this subset of clusters. Extrapolation from our dataset provides an estimate of ≈8,500 TCM/TCdM events genome wide (Dataset S1, Table S9 ; see SI Materials and Methods).
Bisulphite PCR followed by Sanger sequencing showed examples of TCM and TCdM over segments longer than could be tracked through the shorter deep sequencing reads around SNPs (Fig. 4 and Fig. S5 ). Locus A was methylated in all C residues in C24 and had only low CG methylation in Ler (Fig. 4 and Fig. S5A ). In both reciprocal hybrids, the C24 allele retained the level and distribution of methylation of the C24 parent. The Ler allele showed a dramatic change in its methylation state, the m C pattern resembling the C24 epiallele with an increase to existing m C residues by de novo methylation of many CG, CHG, and CHH sites throughout the 700-nt region (Fig. 4 and Fig.  S5A ). Not all TCM events lead to large changes and some loci show TCM at low levels predominantly associated with CG and CHG sites (Loci B and C; Fig. 4 and Fig. S5B ). TCdM is obvious at Locus D where a cluster of CHH and CHG sites in the C24 parent shows decreased m C levels in the C24 allele of both reciprocal hybrids (Fig. 4 and Fig. S5A) . A TCM event also occurs at the Ler allele at the same locus (Fig. 4 and Fig. S5A ).
These trans chromosomal processes operate in all chromosomal regions-including gene bodies (Loci A, C, and D) and their flanking sequences (Loci D and F), in transposable elements (Locus A) and in intergenic sequences (Locus B). Both TCM and TCdM processes can occur within the one chromosomal segment and even within a relatively limited neighborhood of a segment sequence (Locus F; Fig. 4 and Fig. S5 ).
In the above examples, siRNAs are present in at least one parent and these siRNAs are expected to associate with homologous sequences of both parental alleles in the hybrids. In TCM events, de novo methylation leads to increases in existing m Cs and methylation of previously unmethylated Cs. In the low methylated parental allele the increases coincide with the distribution of siRNAs inherited from the more methylated parent (Loci A-C; Fig. 4 and Fig. S5 ). In TCdM events (Locus D), the Nonadditive methylation in the hybrids occurs more frequently when parental methylation levels are different. Represented here are the C24-identified clusters in the C24 x Ler hybrid. The C24 x Ler hybrid clusters were divided into 10 groups based on the similarity of methylation levels between parents (H, highly methylated; L/U, low or unmethylated; SH, semi-high; SL, semi-low-refer to Dataset S1, Table S5 for respective index scores). The methylation category of each parent (C24 v. Ler) and the number of clusters in each group are shown below each pie chart. The y axis separates groups on the overall parental methylation levels. The x axis separates groups based on the degree of difference in methylation levels between the parents. The Ler x C24 hybrid and Ler-identified clusters produced similar patterns (Dataset S2). Fig. 3 . Changes to parental allelic methylation levels in the C24 x Ler hybrid. Permutation tables of all possible changes to parental allelic methylation levels in the hybrid. The majority of allelic methylation is stably inherited (gray), whereas the majority of nonadditive methylation occurs through TCM (red) and TCdM (blue). In the "parents similar" table, the parents were separated into high parent and low parent based on the minor differences of methylation levels.
reduction of methylation in the hybrids is associated with a loss of siRNA in the corresponding region (Fig. 4 and Fig. S5 ). At Locus F, the adjacent TCM and TCdM events are associated with localized increases and decreases in hybrid siRNA levels, respectively (Fig. 4 and Fig. S5A ). In only one TCM region (Fig.  4 , Locus F) a SNP in a siRNA sequence was present, revealing that the previously low siRNA producing Ler parent allele had increased siRNA expression in the hybrids (Fig. S5C) .
siRNAs Direct Nonadditive Methylation in the Hybrids. siRNAs have a role in establishing de novo methylation in its three contexts and maintaining m CHH methylation (22) . We have reported that loci with reduced levels of siRNAs in the hybrids show reduced levels of DNA methylation (TCdM; ref. 18) .
We frequently noted that the distribution of methylation often extends beyond the distribution of siRNAs in our datasets. For example, Fig. 4 Locus A has an extensive region of TCM spreading into AT3G43340, which appears not to be associated directly with siRNAs but is within 250 nt of the siRNA region ( Fig. 4; Locus A) . When we examined all siRNA clusters in the genome normalized to 500 nt ( Fig. S6A and SI Materials and Methods), we found that DNA methylation in all contexts can occur for a distance of 350-400 nt on either side of the siRNA region. In our dataset, DNA methylation in a siRNA region or within ±400nt was considered siRNA-associated methylation.
We used the ≈5,800 m C clusters where one parent is methylated and the other unmethylated to examine the association of nonadditive methylation and siRNAs. Very few siRNA independent m CHG and m CHH clusters were found, consistent with the known close association between these methylation contexts and siRNAs (23) . In agreement with previous results (13, 24, 25) , only a small proportion of gene body CG methylation was associated with siRNA, but the proportion was greater in clusters showing a nonadditive increase in methylation (P < 2.6e −15 ; Dataset S1, Table S10 ). Nonintragenic clusters showing an increase in m CG were also more frequently associated with siRNA (P < 1.65e −08 ; Dataset S1, Table S10 ). As a population, the siRNA-associated m C clusters deviate above the expected MPV, whereas siRNA-independent clusters coincide with the MPV (Fig. S6B) , suggesting that increases in methylation outside of genes is a result of siRNAs.
Alterations in DNA Methylation Correlate with Changes in Gene
Expression. TCM and TCdM events have the potential to affect gene expression, especially if they are located close to or within a gene. Among the ≈4,900 m C clusters showing nonadditive methylation in our dataset, 398 were associated with genes and had substantial stretches of m Cs (SI Materials and Methods). Fiftyfour of these genes showed a ≥1.2-fold difference in expression from MPV, and the same correlative pattern between methylation and gene expression held true in parent-parent and hybrid-MPV comparisons (Dataset S2). Of these genes, 22 had methylation changes in the gene body and 32 in the flanking region. The majority (38 of 54) showed an inverse correlation between methylation levels and gene expression, whereas the remaining 16 genes showed a positive correlation. Limitations imposed by our dataset and filtering methods are likely to mean these genes are only a proportion of those in the hybrids, owing their differential expression to novel methylation patterns. However, this gene list serves to highlight that nonadditive methylation in the hybrids apparently leads to alterations in gene expression.
Nine examples are shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. S6C , which were matched against Columbia transcriptome and methylome data from wild-type (WT) and mutants with altered DNA methylation patterns (24, 26, 27) . At2g32160, At3g43340, and At5g47590 show TCM extending over the promoter region and into the gene body and having an extensive siRNA distribution correlated with a decrease in gene expression (Fig. 5) . At5g38720, At4g19690, and At4g22310 show TCM in either the downstream region or in the last exon of the gene correlated with a decrease in expression (Fig. S6C) . Consistent with a role for DNA methylation in controlling gene expression in At2g32160, the Columbia WT epiallele resembles the unmethylated Ler epiallele. In the rdd mutant, which lacks demethylases, this allele becomes methylated in a pattern similar to C24 and the hybrids, and gene activity is suppressed (Dataset S1, Table S11 ). At3g43340 is transcriptionally active in a met1 Col mutant, and shows a loss of methylation in the upstream region and first exon (Dataset S1, Table S10 ). In the hybrids, methylation is gained on the Ler allele in this region of At3g43340 and is consistent with a decreased transcript level of the Ler allele and of the overall expression level (Figs. 4 and 5) . At5g38720 shows a similar up-regulation in Col met1 and ddc mutants with the affected methylated region corresponding to the TCM region in the hybrid and which presumably causes the decrease in gene expression (Fig. S6C and Dataset S1, Table S11 ). At4g15920, At4g09490, and At3g26612 all showed increased expression levels in the hybrid correlating with localized TCdM events and are associated with reductions in levels and distribution of siRNAs (Fig. 5) . A loss of methylation in the region upstream of At4g09490 in the Col met1 mutant coincides with increased expression of this gene (Dataset S1, Table S11), paralleling the TCdM event identified in the hybrid over this same region (Fig. 5) .
Discussion
In our analysis of the epigenome in the progeny of crosses between the Arabidopsis accessions C24 and Ler, we explored the relationship between two epigenetic systems, DNA methylation and the production of siRNAs. We examined the m C distribution in the genetically similar C24 and Ler accessions and in their hybrid progeny and asked whether alterations in the methylome influenced the hybrid transcriptome, which ultimately must be involved in the characteristic increase in biomass of the F1 hybrid. The parents showed significant differences between their methylomes with one-quarter of m C regions differentially methylated. These regions were enriched for genes and their flanking regions and underrepresented in transposable elements consistent with comparisons between other Arabidopsis accessions (13, 14) . The hybrids had significant changes in methylation levels at localized regions of the genome, frequently corresponding to those chromosomal segments where methylation levels were markedly different in the C24 and Ler parents. Seven percent to 20% of m C clusters had nonadditive changes either above or below the expected MPV in either Total m C or at least one m C context. We identified two major processes associated with nonadditive methylation, TCM, which led to methylation levels greater than the MPV, and TCdM, which produced methylation levels lower than the MPV. Both of these processes involved a change in methylation of one parental allele to resemble that of the other parental allele with the de novo methylation or demethylation events superimposed on the efficiently and accurately maintained background inherited from the parental genotypes. These processes affected all m C contexts, with TCM-generated increases in methylation more frequently associated with m CG and TCdM-generated decreases in methylation most obvious in m CHH. Transallelic interactions have also been reported in paramutation (28, 29) , certain cases of self-incompatibility (30), silencing of Flowering Wageningen A (FWA; refs. 31 and 32), PAI locus transmethylation (33) , and remethylation and demethylation of loci in epiRILs (34) (35) (36) . In most cases, siRNAs appear to play a central role. Many alterations to the hybrid methylome through TCM and TCdM are associated with siRNAs. The previously reported reduction in 24-nt siRNA levels in the C24/ Ler hybrid system correlates with the decrease in m CHH levels (18), which depends on siRNAs for continued maintenance. The reduction of siRNA levels in the hybrid has a lesser effect on m CG and m CHG, which have siRNA-independent maintenance of methylation via METHYLTRANSFERASE 1 (MET1; ref. 37) and CHROMOMETHYLASE 3 (CMT3; ref. 38) . MET1 and CMT3 activity may also explain the more frequent nonadditive increases in CG and CHG methylation compared with CHH, because even low levels of de novo RNA-directed DNA methylation in the hybrid would be efficiently maintained by these methyltransferases.
Many siRNA-associated loci show additive inheritance of allelic methylation, suggesting that other factors may determine the ability of a locus to undergo TCM or TCdM; the chromatin state of a region may impose the level of siRNAs needed to establish or maintain DNA methylation. TCM events occur when the threshold is exceeded and TCdM events occur below threshold levels, possibly resulting from a dilution of siRNAs over the two alleles in the hybrid (39) . We also found a large subset of m C clusters exhibiting TCM/TCdM in the absence of siRNAs, these being primarily associated with gene body methylation. Mechanisms independent of siRNAs also may function to alter the hybrid methylome.
In large part, the chromosomal segments with altered methylation levels and patterns in the hybrid were concentrated in genes and in their flanking regions. We were able to identify a number of genes where altered levels and distribution of siRNAs and resulting DNA methylation corresponded with altered gene transcription. Most of these examples fit the general rule that methylation is suppressive of transcription. Although we described only a small number of examples, these paralleled results in mutants affecting methylation levels. It is not clear from our limited data what proportion of the altered hybrid transcriptome is directly caused by changes to siRNA and methylation levels. Limitations of our study are that we sampled only one developmental time point and that the data were from a mix of tissues.
Other reports indicate that alterations to epigenetic systems occur in hybrids (7, 17, 18) . If these systems contribute to heterosis, then a loss of maximum vigor in generations beyond the F1 would be due not only to the segregation of alleles and epialleles but also to possible alterations to the epialleles in the F2 and beyond. For example, a proportion of loci we examined had low levels of TCM, which may be either lost or increased in subsequent generations reminiscent of transgenerational changes in epiRILs (17, (34) (35) (36) .
Our analysis indicates that changes in gene expression in a hybrid are influenced not only by differences in DNA sequence between parents, but also by variation in gene-associated siRNA and DNA methylation marks. It is likely that TCM and TCdM occur in all hybrid systems. These epigenetically controlled changes may be among the initial events in the cascades of altered gene expression that contribute to hybrid heterosis. It will be necessary in different hybrid combinations to analyze specific tissues at a number of developmental stages to gain a better understanding of how the epigenome contributes to hybrid vigor.
Materials and Methods
Experimental designs and plant material used are described in SI Materials and Methods. MethylC-seq libraries were prepared from immature floral buds with sequencing performed by Geneworks on the Genome Analyzer IIx (Illumina). mRNA-seq was carried out by the Biomolecular Resource Facility at The Australian National University on the Genome Analyzer IIx (Illumina). Processing of sRNA, methylation, transcriptome sequences, and methylated regions are described in SI Materials and Methods. Raw and processed mapped MethylC-seq sequences are deposited in GEO with accession number GSE35542.
